
Monsanto Aims Herbicide
At Conservation-Tillage Corn

EPHRATA (Lancaster)
Monsanto will introduce
herbicide, a specially formulated
premix flowable, in 1989. Bullet
is a pre-emcrgent surface-applied
product for control ofannual gras-
ses and broadleaf weeds in
reduced or no-tillage corn
production.

According to Vem Pond, Mon-
santo marketing manager for com
products, “Bullet contains timed-
release capsules that gradually
release the herbicide during the
critical weed germination period.
This timed-release action allows
Bullet to provide season-long con-
trol of many problem weeds in
both heavy and light residues.”

Encapsulation protects Bullet
from volatilization, movement in
the soil and microbial breakdown.
“Those are key factors that can
influence herbicide performance
where residue is present,” Pond
says.

Field tests with Bullet by Mon-
santo indicate a more vigorous
start by com seedlings. “When the
herbicide is encapsulated and
time-released, young corn see-
dlings don’t have to compete with
a full dose of herbicide,” says
Pond. “They just do better.”

Bullet controls many tough
grasses and broadleaf weeds
including crabgrass, foxtails, fall
panicum, velvetleaf, lambsquar-
ters, marestail, common ragweed,
triazine-resistant pigweed, nut-
sedge and annual momingglory.
In total, Bullet controls 32 grasses,
sedges and broadleaves.

Initial marketing emphasis will
be the Northeastern com states
and Nebraska and Kansas. Bullet
will be available in bulk as well as
the newly designed 100 and
200-gallon Shuttle™ system by
Monsanto. It also will be available
in limited quantities in 2'A -gallon
containers.
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be capitalized in the second tax
year following her birth.

The provisions of the safe-
harbor rules apply regardless of
when duringthe tax year the cattle
are actuallybom. Thus therequire-
ment to capitalize $B5, with
respect to a beefcow, for theyear it
is bora applies regardless of
whether that cow is bom in the
spring or fall of the year in
question.

If cattle are purchased rather
than raised, the safe-harbor rules

apply, but are slightly modified. In
this case, the taxpayer will treatthe
date of each animal’s purchase as
the dateofbirth, and will capitalize
the greater of thepurchase price of
the cattle or the safe-harbor
amount.For example, ifa taxpayer
purchases a beef calf for $4O in
1988, he may capitalizethe greater
of the purchase price ($4O) or the
safe-harbor amount ($B5) with
respect to the calffor 1988. In most
cases, the higher figure would be
chosen and the safe-harbor amount
would be used. In contrast, if the
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The Kubota L2OSO compact diesel tiactor was designed to
combine versatility with operating economy, pure and simple.

With eight forward speeds, the Kubota L2oso’s powerful,
four-cycle 20PTOHP diesel engme delivers ample power for most
farming tasks. Direct fuel injection increases fuel economy.

Hightorque rise allows theKubota L 2050 to recover from
sudden load increases that will stall most conventional engines.

Versatility is guaranteed by optional quick attach implements
like a front loader, box scraper, pna
mid-mount mower and tiller. !3!KllllllTD

Put the Kubota L 2050to
work. It’s simply economical.

You might say the L3750 is quick on its tires With eight forward and eight
reverse speeds plus your choice of a mechanical or hydraulic shuttle-shift, all
kinds offront loader jobsgo quick

TheL3750 is even a smooth mover under the hood A new 5-cylmdcr diesel
engine improvesperformance overa smaller engine, without the fuel
consumption ofa bigger engine

Other features that help make the work go quickly include acleanly
designed operator platform with the gearshift controls within easy reach at
yourfingertips Not underfoot IdlflifcWWt

So seethe 36 PTO horsepower KB
_

Kubota L3750500n Or make that ■ Wm
Nothing like it on earth’ | quick Nothing like it on earth"

DRECT MJECHON

Kubota has a compact tractor with direct fuel injection. The L22SO
has a 3-cylinder engine with 21 PTO horsepower. Plus it has direct
injection for improved starts in cold weather and better fuel economy,
too.

The Kubota L4150 makes short work outof shiftingfrom forward
to reverse And that makes loading, leveling, grading or any other kind
of work on a construction site go faster, too

It comes with an 8 x 8 partially synchronized manual transmission
Or choose an optional hydraulic shuttle shift for quick reverse
capability. You never have to touch the clutch.

Thereare also eight forward and eight reverse speeds So it’s easy
to select the best speed for any job

So come see the Kubota 1P
L4150 It could help shorten your
workday

Other standard features, not so standard on most tractors of this size,
include rear- and mid-mount PTOfor maximum versatility when it
comes to attaching implements. Surprising, wet disc brakes are
standard, too. Power steering isstandard on the deluxe model.

Our operator platform is designed for increased comfort, with all the
important controls at your fingertips.
Not underfoot. jgjjKUBBTPlb find out more about the Kubota
L22SO, please direct your questions
to us.

Nothing like it on earth'
Nothing like it on earth'

Your Kubota Dealer Invites You To Come In And See
The Full Line Of Kubota Tractors & Implements
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cost of the calf was S9S, the tax-
payer could capitalize $95 for the
calf for the year, sincethepurchase
price exceeded the safe-harbor
amount. The additional amounts
capitalized for subsequent years
would follow the schedule previ-
ously described; that is. $l7O in the
second year and $B5 in the third
year.

The preproductive cost issue
remains an important one for the
1988 tax filing year and should be
considered as tax planning prog-

resses during the final weeks of
1988. The decision made about

preproductive cost may affect both
the level of deductible farm
expenses and the method used to
depreciate new depreciable farm
property. Farmers should discuss
the issue with a competent tax
accountant before making a final
decision.

“Financing As Low As 4.5%
Available Through

December 31, 1988”
“See The Kubota Dealer
Nearest You For Details.”
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